APA Style Guide

What follows are examples of SOME of the more common citations a researcher may need to make using the APA Style Manual (Fifth Edition) in a References list.

<Note: The Manual suggests using a hanging indent, meaning that the first line of each reference is set flush left and subsequent lines are indented five spaces. All references should be double-spaced.>

BOOKS

ONE AUTHOR

TWO OR MORE AUTHORS

CORPORATE AUTHOR

EDITOR OR COMPILER

EDITION OTHER THAN THE FIRST

CHAPTER IN AN EDITED BOOK

ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRY

ARTICLES

JOURNAL, ONE AUTHOR

JOURNAL, TWO OR MORE AUTHORS,
   PAGINATED BY ISSUE <I.E., ALL ISSUES START ON P. 1.>

MAGAZINE

DAILY NEWSPAPER, NO AUTHOR

DAILY NEWSPAPER, DISCONTINUOUS PAGES

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER ARTICLE, LETTER TO THE EDITOR

ONLINE RESOURCES
For citing online sources, please consult the Milner Library web site at www.mlb.ilstu.edu/ressubj/subject/intrnt/apa.htm

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

IF YOU NEED A CITATION FOR SOMETHING NOT REPRESENTED HERE, OR IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, PLEASE ASK FOR THE APA MANUAL/PUBLICATION MANUAL OF THE APA AT FLOOR 1, 2, 5 INFORMATION DESK